Abstract-DIDSON(Dual-frequency identification sonar),a new generation of acoustic video cameras, is applied to research and detect the underwater environment in this paper. In order to solve the shortcomings of the DIDSON in underwater environment, we propose a real-time forward-scan sonar image mosaicing method and system. Through a series of processing to the DIDSON images, such as image registration , image matching and image fusion, a few DIDSON images with small viewing angle and low resolution have be mosaicing to be a large-scale and high resolution sonar image. This improves DIDSON's target detection and expand observing angle to detect bigger underwater targets.
INTRODUCTION
Many countries in the world are dedicating to research and detect the underwater environment in the sea, lake and river, etc. Optics camera's visibility is too low in underwater environment. The visibility is just 10-15 cm in turbid water. In this circumstance, acoustic camera is increasingly applied in underwater detection. DIDSON is a set of Dual-frequency identification sonar which can obtain the clear image even in dark, turbid and low-visibility water [1] . DIDSON is applied to detect the complicated underwater in this project. And DIDSION is mounted on the two dimensional PTZ which can rotate vertically and horizontally to expand the monitoring scope. Although, to some extent, DIDSON compensates the defects of optical imaging system [2, 3] , there are still many shortcomings existed in the sonar image obtained by DIDSON due to the complication in underwater. 1）Low resolution DIDSON is low-visibility when applying in detecting underwater environment in river or coast due to the complicated and turbid environment in these areas. The sonar images are low resolution which is 512 vertically and less than 512 horizontally. Moreover, the images always have shadow and overlap. 2）Limitation of sight range The DIDSON we applying now have limited sight range, i.e. the horizontal view angle is 29°and vertical view angle is 14°.the images would overlap frame by frame, so only a small area can be observed one time.
3）Low SNR
The transducer size in the DIDSON is comparable to the wavelength of acoustic waves, so the intensity of a pixel depends not only on the amplitude, but also on the phase difference of the reflected signal. This is the reason for the Rayleigh distribution of the acoustic image noise. In addition, there is often a background acoustic noise in underwater environments. It follows that the SNR is significantly lower than in optical images. 4）Image distortion DIDSON can pitch and yaw due to be affected by surge a stream in underwater and make the obtained images distorted.
The above limitations can be addressed by image mosaicing, which is broadly used to obtain large-scale sonar image and survey underwater environment [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . This paper introduces a real-time forward sonar image mosaicing method and system. Firstly, coordinate transformation matrix can be obtained through multi-sensors fusion technology. Then project the images in the same geodetic coordinates to realize image registration and image matching. Eventually, image fusion can be realized by image brightness registration and region merging. Then a few sonar images with small viewing angle and low resolution are mosaicing to be a large-scale and high resolution sonar image. This will improve forward-scan sonar's target detection and expand observing angle to detect bigger targets underwater.
II. IMAGE REGISTRATION AND MATCHING
DIDSON is fixed on the two-dimensional PTZ and its position and posture is unceasingly changed. So the obtained images may be not on the same plane. Applying multisensors fusion technology can rectify the sonar images with different position and posture to be on a single geodetic coordinates for realizing image registration and matching. The PTZ is mounted on the ship and its coordinates is X 2 Y 2 Z 2 O 2 as seen in 
The next key step is to project this sonar image with current posture to the coordinates X 3 Y 3 Z 3 O 3 as seen in Fig.3 , whose transformation matrix is The pixels in the current sonar image can be projected to on the projection plane in geodetic coordinates monogamically through the transformation matrix T aforemetioned. If there is overlapping between the current sonar image and the image on the projection plane in the geodetic coordinates, the optimal matching points can be searched through image grey correlation method and new transformation matrix '
T can be recalculated based on more than four pairs of matching points and map image to the projection image in the geodetic coordinates. Thurs far the image Registration and matching is done.
III. IMAGE MOSAICING

Image Brightness Correction
DIDSON's image data grey level is 0-255, 256 grey levels totally. Because of the complexity of underwater environment, in some circumstances, sonar image has bad contrast and deteriorate edges and the target contains less pixels. The brightness of sonar images gathered at different time is different, because sonar is moving unceasingly for bringing about different signal gain and varying acoustic echo intensity [6, 7, 8, 9] . This paper applies image grey expanding technology to improve the image contrast and unifies different image brightness to enhance image resolution. 
Image Fusion
The deflection is different in the overlapping area between two consecutive images which has been through image registration and brightness enhancing in sonar video stream. To make the overlapping area own visual consistency and without obvious joint, this paper adopts advanced fusion method based on weighting smoothing to smooth the transition of images.
Because sonar images are distributed as fan-shaped and the background is black, the image edge of overlapping area would be indistinct if just applying simple weighting smoothing fusion algorithm [10] . This paper applies weighting smoothing fusion algorithm of edge preservation. 
This smoothing method introduces one more processing program based on weighting smoothing method, which is during weighting smoothing, to judge if it is image edge: remain the same if it is positive and conduct weighting smoothing if it is not image edge. This can keep the edge feature and blending naturally.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
The DIDSON system in this paper is applied on multifunctional sweeping survey ship which is used for detecting underwater environment. We design a software to realize gathering DIDSON raw data, display as image and read, display GPS, mass and PTZ's posture information. So this can realize image registration and mosaicing based on data measured by multisensors and display the mosaicing images. This algorithm is based on VC++ and OpenCV. After a serial of experiments and comparison, it can be found that sonar images can overlap one by one during detecting suspected objects. So the image sequence is not continuous and it will affect the judge of suspected object in underwater. But the treated images can be displayed continuously and judge the suspected object clearly. Sonar detection technology is becoming essential for underwater exploration in complex environments with low visibility. The DIDSON, because of its specific work environment, poses some challenges in terms of image resolution, sight range, low SNR and image distortion.
In this paper, we have presented a method to achieve image mosaicing, denoising and resolution enhancement from a sequence of DIDSON images. We described the steps that were required to achieve this mosaicing. This included modeling the specific geometry of sonar images which sharply differs from optical camera geometry.
Although sonar images can be mosaicing, there is still a problem. Sonar will move unceasingly when the twodimensional PTZ is running. If the movement is too drastic, it will bring about two adjacent images deform too much or don't have overlapping area. This algorithm aforementioned is not suitable for this situation. To fix this problem, we are trying to realize rapid effective sonar image mosaicing based on feature point matching. Sonar image mosaicing technology should be researched ceaseless. It will bring a lot for human life in the future.
